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The fragmentation of electrospray-generated multiply deprotonated RNA and mixed-se-
quence RNA/DNA pentanucleotides upon low-energy collision-induced dissociation (CID) in
a hybrid quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer was investigated. The goal of unam-
biguous sequence identification of mixed-sequence RNA/DNA oligonucleotides requires
detailed understanding of the gas-phase dissociation of this class of compounds. The two
major dissociation events, base loss and backbone fragmentation, are discussed and the unique
fragmentation behavior of oligoribonucleotides is demonstrated. Backbone fragmentation of
the all-RNA pentanucleotides is characterized by abundant c-ions and their complementary
y-ions as the major sequence-defining fragment ion series. In contrast to the dissociation of
oligodeoxyribonucleotides, where backbone fragmentation is initiated by the loss of a
nucleobase which subsequently leads to the formation of the w- and [a-base]-ions, backbone
dissociation of oligoribonucleotides is essentially decoupled from base loss. The different
behavior of RNA and DNA oligonucleotides is related to the presence of the 2'-hydroxyl
substituent, which is the only structural alteration between the DNA and RNA pentanucle-
otides studied. CID of mixed-sequence RNA/DNA pentanucleotides results in a combination
of the nucleotide-typical backbone fragmentation products, with abundant w-fragment ions
generated by cleavage of the phosphodiester backbone adjacent to the deoxy building blocks,
whereas backbone cleavage adjacent to ribonucleotides induces the formation of c- and
y-ions. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2002, 13, 936–945) © 2002 American Society for Mass
Spectrometry

Synthetic oligonucleotides play an increasing role
in biomedical research as target compounds for
pharmacological applications, as probes for cDNA

hybridization or as triplex-forming oligonucleotides for
recognition of specific DNA sequences [1]. Oligonucle-
otides of interest often exhibit unnatural nucleotide
compositions, such as modified sugars and nucleo-
bases, and thus, cannot be subjected to classical enzy-
matic sequencing techniques. Consequently, alternative
sequencing techniques have to be evaluated and elec-
trospray tandem mass spectrometry has the potential of
becoming the method of choice for rapid and unambig-
uous sequence elucidation of synthetic oligonucleo-
tides. Electrospray tandem mass spectrometry is one of
the most versatile and accurate tools for structural
investigation of biomolecules and it has successfully
proven its potential in the field of peptide and protein
analysis. The technique has found widespread applica-
tions in many laboratories for the determination of
peptide sequence tags, identification of posttransla-
tional modifications, and even for de novo sequencing
of polypeptides. Furthermore, spectral interpretation is

supported by sophisticated software tools, which pro-
vide rapid protein identification and a fairly high
sample throughput.
On the other hand, the elucidation of nucleotide

sequences by tandem mass spectrometry lags far be-
hind, mostly due to the highly complex fragment ion
patterns generated by the dissociation of larger oligo-
nucleotides. The dissociation of oligonucleotides is
strongly influenced by the structural properties of the
individual building blocks, such as the constitution of
the nucleobases and the 2'-substituents, and many of
the fundamental aspects of oligonucleotide dissociation
are still unresolved. The majority of studies on the
gas-phase dissociation of oligonucleotides has been
focused on oligodeoxyribonucleotides (DNA) [2–5].
Based on the initial work of McLuckey et al. [6, 7],
several research groups have further investigated the
dissociation of DNA using either ESI or MALDI as the
ionization method. As a result of these studies, a
number of mechanisms explaining the loss of neutral or
negatively charged nucleobases and the formation of
the generally abundant [a-base]- and w-type fragment
ions has been proposed. It is now widely accepted that
the loss of the nucleobase, either by a 1,2-elimination
process [8–14], by backside nucleophilic attack on the
ribose C1 by the 3'-phosphate [15], or by the release of
a negatively charged nucleobase and subsequent ab-
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straction of the nearby phosphate proton via a proton-
bound intermediate [16, 17], is the initial fragmentation
step triggering the subsequent cleavage of the 3'-C™O
bond. However, not all of the proposed mechanisms
may account for the observed site-specificity of neutral
and negative base loss. Recent studies by Gross and
co-workers have greatly extended the knowledge of the
processes involved in DNA backbone dissociation and
the authors proposed a charge-remote fragmentation
mechanism via a tripolar zwitterionic transition state
[18–20]. Supporting data for this mechanism were fur-
ther obtained from H/D-exchange experiments, which
also provided information to reject the alternative 1,2-
elimination mechanism [21, 22]. However, from the
present state of knowledge it cannot be excluded that,
depending on the ion polarity and charge state, differ-
ent mechanisms are involved in base loss and backbone
dissociation of oligodeoxyribonucleotides.
Backbone fragmentation is a prerequisite for se-

quence elucidation of any biopolymer and the success
of a tandem mass spectrometric sequencing procedure
depends on its ability to generate oppositely directed
series of sequence-defining fragment ions, such as the
w- and [a-base]-series in the case of oligodeoxynucle-
otides. However, little is known about the dissocia-
tion of oligoribonucleotides and no information on
the fragmentation behavior of mixed-sequence ribo-/
deoxyribo-(RNA/DNA) oligonucleotides is available
yet. One of the first reports on the fragmentation of
RNA has been given by Cerny et al. [15], who studied
the metastable decomposition and the high-energy col-
lision-induced dissociation of ribotrinucleotides in a
magnetic sector instrument. They noticed a fragmenta-
tion pattern which is different from the one observed
for deoxyribotrinucleotides and found characteristic
fragment ions generated by cleavage across the 5'-P™O
bond, which they referred to as the “Seq xA3' ions”
(cx-ions). Ni et al. presented a computer-assisted strat-
egy for sequence determination of oligonucleotides and
applied it to the MS/MS spectra of short DNA-, RNA-,
and modified oligonucleotide-sequences [23]. Though
the algorithm is primarily based on the DNA-typical w-
and [a-B]-ions, assignment of RNA sequences was per-
formed successfully. The loss of the nucleobase has
been demonstrated to be the initial step in DNA frag-
mentation, whereas its role in the dissociation of RNA
has not yet been elucidated completely. Due to the
stabilizing effect of the 2'-hydroxyl substituent on the
N-glycosidic bond, base loss is expected to play a less
predominant role in the fragmentation of RNA [24].
Griffey et al. described the gas-phase cleavage of a
chimeric 27-mer oligonucleotide with deoxyadenosines
incorporated in a 2'-O-methylribonucleotide sequence
[25]. They demonstrated that fragmentation of these
chimeric oligonucleotides is directed to the more labile
deoxynucleotide sites, which finally results in abundant
DNA-typical fragment ions. Recently, Kirpekar and
Krogh presented data on the dissociation of singly
protonated RNase digestion products in a MALDI-

QqTOF instrument [26]. They found the c- and y-ions as
the most prevalent backbone dissociation products of
RNA and emphasized the minor role base loss is
playing upon backbone fragmentation of RNA.
We have investigated the fragmentation of a series of

RNA and mixed-sequence pentanucleotides with de-
oxyribonucleotides selectively embedded within a se-
quence of ribonucleotides with the goal to gain insight
into the mechanisms of base loss and backbone frag-
mentation.

Experimental

Oligonucleotide Synthesis

All oligonucleotides were synthesized in-house on a
Amersham Pharmacia Biotech Gene-Assembler Special
DNA synthesizer (Piscataway, NJ) using standard
�-cyanoethyl phosphoramidite chemistry [27, 28]. Prod-
ucts were purified by ion pairing RP-HPLC, lyophi-
lized, and redissolved in water prior to mass spectro-
metric analysis.

Sample Preparation

A mixture of acetonitrile/water/triethylamine (49 �
49 � 2) was added to the aqueous oligonucleotide
solution, resulting in a final oligonucleotide concentra-
tion of about 10 pmol/�l. Typically, a sample volume of
2 �l was used for analysis.

Mass Spectrometry

All experiments were performed on an Applied Biosys-
tems/MDS Sciex QSTAR Pulsar hybrid quadrupole-
time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Sciex, Concord, Can-
ada), equipped with a nanoelectrospray ion source
(Protana, Odense, Denmark). Oligonucleotides were
analyzed in the negative-ion mode with a potential of
�850 V applied to the nanospray needle. Nitrogen was
used as the curtain gas.
Tandem mass spectrometric experiments were per-

formed with the precursor ions selected within a win-
dow of �1.5 m/z units. Collision-induced dissociation
was performed with collision energies in the range from
5 to 40 eV using nitrogen as the collision gas. The
time-of-flight analyzer was tuned for an average mass
resolving power of 10,000 (FWHM) and calibrated
externally using a mixture of caesium iodide and tau-
rocholic acid. The Applied Biosystems Analyst QS
software package was used for data processing.

Results and Discussion

A series of pentanucleotides based on the all-RNA
pentamer UUUUU, with uridine selectively replaced by
cytidine, deoxycytidine or deoxythymidine, was syn-
thesized in order to investigate the basic fragmentation
pattern of oligoribonucleotides and to study the influ-
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ence of deoxyribonucleotides embedded within a se-
quence of ribonucleotides. Pentanucleotides were cho-
sen for this study since they can be dissociated
efficiently under low-energy CID conditions and the
sequences are large enough to study the positional
selectivity of the dissociation processes. The major
fragmentation events are the loss of either a neutral or
a negatively charged nucleobase and the dissociation of
the phosphodiester backbone, which results in the var-
ious series of analytically valuable sequence-defining
ions.

Neutral Base Loss

The loss of either a negatively charged or a neutral
nucleobase was observed as the primary low-energy
dissociation event. Loss of neutral nucleobases was
predominantly observed for the [M � 2H]2� precursor
ions, whereas higher precursor ion charge states favor
the loss of a negatively charged nucleobase. The prod-
uct ion spectra of the doubly deprotonated all-RNA
pentanucleotides CUUUU, UUUCU, and UUUUC re-
vealed the positional selectivity of neutral base loss. The
release of both types of neutral nucleobases, uracil and
cytosine from CUUUU and UUUCU was observed, as
indicated by the [M � 2H � HB(U)]2� and [M � 2H �
HB(C)]2� fragment ions with m/z 676.62 and m/z 677.11,
respectively (Figures 1a and b). The mass difference of
1 Da between uridine and cytidine results in the 13C-
isotopic peak of [M � 2H � HB(U)]2� to overlap with
the monoisotopic peak of [M� 2H�HB(C)]2�. In order
to compare the behavior of the different pentanucle-
otide sequences, the contributions of the individual
base losses to the total abundance of all base-loss
fragments have been calculated and are summarized in
Table 1. CUUUU and UUUCU both showed a prefer-
ence for the loss of the neutral nucleobase from the
cytidine, with the [M � 2H � HB(C)]2� ion from
CUUUU contributing 47% to the total of the base-loss
fragments, though a single cytidine is present within
each sequence only. Such a preference is most likely due
to the enhanced proton affinity of the cytidine [29, 30],
which facilitates the protonation of the nucleobase as
the initial fragmentation step triggering the subsequent
dissociation of the N-glycosidic bond. However, no
evidence for the loss of a neutral cytosine from the
3'-terminal cytidine of UUUUC (Figure 1c) was found,
and despite the higher proton affinity of cytidine, uracil
was released exclusively. The isotopic distribution of
the corresponding [M � 2H � HB(U)]2� ion with m/z
676.61 was found to closely correlate with the theoret-
ical isotopic distribution and any significant contribu-
tion from an overlapping [M � 2H � HB(C)]2� frag-
ment ion with a monoisotopic m/z of 677.11 could be
excluded.
In order to study the influence of deoxyribonucleo-

tides on the dissociation, a set of mixed-sequence pen-
tanucleotides with deoxycytidine and deoxythymidine
embedded within a sequence of ribonucleotides was

subjected to CID. Considering the lack of a stabilizing
2'-hydroxyl substituent, an increased trend for base loss
from the deoxynucleotide was expected [24]. Substitut-
ing the cytidines in CUUUU and UUUCU for deoxycy-
tidines resulted in an increase of cytosine-loss (Table 1).
However, no preference for the loss of the nucleobase
from the deoxythymidines in UUdTdTC and UUUdTC
was observed. The loss of the nucleobase from uridine
was still highly preferred (79–93%), whereas neutral
base loss from the deoxythymidine was about an order
of magnitude less prevalent.

Neutral Base Loss from the 3'-Terminal Nucleotide

The influence of the deoxynucleotide on neutral base
loss became apparent when the 3'-terminal cytidine in
UUUUC was replaced with a deoxycytidine. In contrast
to the all-ribo-pentanucleotide, which clearly disfavors
the loss of the 3'-terminal nucleobase, the loss of cyto-
sine from UUUUdC is a significant low-energy dissoci-

Figure 1. Product ion spectra of the doubly deprotonated all-
RNA pentanucleotides CUUUU (a), UUUCU (b), and UUUUC (c),
recorded at the onset of dissociation with a collision energy of 10
eV. The spectra demonstrate the loss of neutral nucleobases as the
primary low-energy dissociation events which may be followed
by the loss of water.
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ation event, as reflected by the peak of the [M � 2H �
HB(C)]2� fragment ion with m/z 669.10 in Figure 2a. If
the increased trend for loss of the neutral nucleobase
from the 3'-terminal nucleotide were solely attributed to
the absence of the 2'-hydroxyl substituent and the hence
reduced stability of the N-glycosidic bond of the deoxy-
ribonucleotide, an identical behavior would be ex-
pected for UUUUdT. However, CID experiments
showed no extensive loss of thymine and the release of
uracil was still highly preferred with a contribution of
88% to the total abundance of all base-loss fragments
(see Table 1 and Figure 2b). Furthermore, fragment ions
with m/z 660.08, indicating the loss of water from [M �
2H � HB(C)]2� and [M � 2H � HB(T)]2�, were found
in the product ion spectra of UUUUdC and UUUUdT,
respectively. Up to 50% of the primary base-loss frag-
ments further decomposed within the time scale of the
CID experiment by the release of a water molecule,
whereas the fragments of pentanucleotides with a 3'-
terminal ribonucleotide were virtually immune to such
decomposition (see Figure 1).

Neutral Base Loss from Pentamers with a
Deoxyribose Template

For comparison, the dissociation of two pentanucleoti-
des with high deoxyribonucleotide contents was exam-
ined. dTdTCUdT and dTdTUdTdT both showed a great
preference for the loss of the nucleobase from deoxy-
thymidine (up to 91%), and the release of uracil was
much less prevalent than for the pentanucleotides stud-
ied previously. The origin of the released nucleobase
was not directly identified by the MS/MS experiments.
Nevertheless, the low abundance of the thymine-loss
fragments from UUdTdTC (5%), UUUdTC (3%), and
UUUUdT (12%), and the highly increased loss of thy-

mine from dTdTCUdT (46%) and dTdTUdTdT (91%)
point to the 5'-terminal deoxythymidine as the most
probable site of neutral base loss. The competition
between the release of the nucleobase from the position-
ally preferred 5'-terminal nucleotide and the alternative
loss of the nucleobase with the highest proton affinity is
reflected by the product ion spectrum of dTdTCUdT,
which showed neutral base loss from the single cytidine
to be almost as prevalent as from the deoxythymidines
(Table 1). On the other hand, neutral base loss from the
low proton affinity uridine in dTdTCUdT was not ob-
served and was an insignificant dissociation event for
dTdTUdTdT as well.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the

results obtained so far: (1) Neutral base loss exhibits a
positional selectivity with a great preference for the
release of the 5'-terminal nucleobase, whereas the loss
of the nucleobase from the 3'-terminal nucleotide is
strongly hindered. (2) Nucleobases with higher proton
affinity (C �� T � U) are predominantly released. (3)
The 2'-substituent does not significantly affect the pref-
erences for neutral base loss. (4) Loss of the 3'-terminal
nucleobase becomes a significant dissociation event in
the case of a deoxyribonucleotide with high proton
affinity (e.g., loss of cytosine from UUUUdC).
The observed preference for neutral base loss from

low charge state precursors agrees well with the mech-
anism based on the formation of a zwitterionic interme-
diate by proton transfer from an adjoining phosphate
group [18, 19, 31]. This mechanism favors the loss of a
neutral nucleobase as long as proton transfer is feasible.
Higher precursor ion charge states diminish the avail-
ability of acidic phosphate protons, thus lowering the
probability of zwitterion formation and giving rise to
the alternative loss of a negatively charged nucleobase.
The base specificity of neutral base loss is reflected by

Table 1. Preferences for neutral and negative nucleobase loss from doubly and triply deprotonated pentanucleotides given as
percentages of the individual base loss fragments relative to the total peak abundance of all base loss fragments

z

CUUUU UUUCU UUUUC dCUUUU UUUdCU UUUUdC

2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3�

[M-zH-HB(C)]z� 47 10 39 4 0 0 67 13 43 5 55 1
[M-zH-HB(U)]z� 53 12 61 4 96 0 33 13 57 3 45 4
[M-zH-B(C)](z�1)� 0 43 0 8 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0
[M-zH-B(U)](z�1)� 0 35 0 84 4 100 0 59 0 92 0 95

z

UUdTdTC UUUdTC UUUUdT dTdTCUdT dTdTUdTdT

2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3�

[M-zH-HB(T)]z� 5 1 3 0 12 0 46 34 91 17
[M-H-HB(C)]z� 8 1 0 0 — — 38 3 — —
[M-zH-HB(U)]z� 79 3 93 0 88 0 0 0 9 3
[M-zH-B(T)]

(z�1)�
1 3 0 8 0 0 16 54 0 74

[M-zH-B(C)](z�1)� 3 8 0 0 — — 0 0 — —
[M-zH-B(U)](z�1)� 4 84 4 92 0 100 0 9 0 6

Data obtained from 10 eV product ion spectra.
z indicates the precursor ion charge state.
[M-zH-HB(X)]z� are ions generated by neutral base loss.
[M-zH-B(X)](z�1)� are ions generated by negative base loss.
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the relatively high abundance of the [M � 2H �
HB(C)]2� fragment ions in the spectra of pentanucleoti-
des containing nucleotides with increased proton affin-
ity, such as cytidine or deoxycytidine, which facilitate
the protonation of the nucleobase. The presence of a
deoxynucleotide within a ribonucleotide sequence had
an unexpected small influence on neutral base loss.
Despite the decreased gas-phase stability of the N-
glycosidic bond in DNA [24], the product ion spectra of
dCUUUU, UUUdCU, UUdTdTC, and UUUdTC gave no
evidence for a significantly increased base loss from the
deoxyribonucleotides, and neutral base loss basically
followed the same preferences as for the all-RNA pen-
tanucleotides. Thus, the preferences for neutral base
loss must essentially be given by the ease of zwitterion
formation as the mechanistic key event, and within this
context, the slightly weakened N-glycosidic bond of the
deoxyribonucleotides has no significant influence on
the overall process. The water loss observed in conjunc-
tion with the loss of the 3'-terminal nucleobase from
UUUUdC and UUUUdT reflects the DNA-typical back-
bone fragmentation with the protonated 3'-OH group in
place of the phosphate as the leaving group. Conse-
quently, a water molecule will be released as a w0
fragment.
The proton transferred to the nucleobase was origi-

nally proposed to originate from the adjoining 5'-
phosphate group [18]. This sterically favored process,
however, cannot explain the protonation and subse-
quent release of the 5'-terminal nucleobase. Wan et al.
[22] recently showed the loss of the 5'-terminal guanine

nucleobase from d(GTTT), demonstrating that other
sites than the adjacent 5'-phosphate, e.g., the 3'-phos-
phate or a remote phosphate group, might serve as
proton sources, and such an alternative protonation
mechanism might also explain the loss of cytosine from
CUUUU and dCUUUU. The facts that the loss of a
neutral cytosine from dCUUUU was even more preva-
lent than from UUUUdC, and that the pentanucleotides
with a 5'-terminal deoxythymidine (dTdTCUdT and
dTdTUdTdT) showed an increased loss of thymine,
implies that protonation of the nucleobase by the 3'-
phosphate is an important alternative mechanism.
Several of the nucleotide sequences were designed to

study the positional selectivity of neutral base loss.
These sequences exhibit a unique terminal nucleobase,
which allowed to unambiguously identify the origin of
the released nucleobase. The positional selectivity of
neutral base loss was strong for sequences with a
terminal ribonucleotide. Loss of the 3'-terminal nucleo-
base from UUUUC, UUdTdTC, and UUUdTC was
hardly observed (Table 1). On the other hand, the loss of
cytosine from the 3'-terminal deoxycytidine of
UUUUdC was found to be the main lowest-energy
dissociation event.

Loss of Negatively Charged Bases

The loss of a negatively charged nucleobase is the
predominant low-energy dissociation event of triply
and quadruply charged pentanucleotides. The loss of a
negatively charged base is indicated by a low-mass
fragment ion characterizing the type of nucleobase
expelled (m/z 110.02 for cytosine, m/z 111.02 for uracil,
andm/z 125.03 for thymine) and a complementary [M�
nH� B�](n�1)� ion of reduced charge state. The relative
abundances of fragment ions generated by the loss of
negatively charged nucleobases are also summarized in
Table 1. Though these fragments are of the most abun-
dant low-energy dissociation products of the triply
charged precursors, they are not generated exclusively
and the occurrence of secondary fragmentation pro-
cesses, which remove primary fragment ions from the
spectrum, cannot be excluded. This is indicated by the
negatively charged cytosine and uracil ions, which are
often more abundant than their [M � 3H � B�]2�

counterparts.
The positional selectivity of charged base loss from

triply charged precursor ions is reflected by the relative
fractions of the [M � 3H � B�]2� ion intensities
summarized in Table 1. Data indicate that the loss of a
negatively charged base from the 5'-terminal ribonucle-
otide is generally favored and that the loss of the
3'-terminal base is hardly observed. The [M � 3H �
B1

�]2� ions are typically an order of magnitude more
abundant than the fragments generated by the loss of
any other negatively charged base. The data for
UUdTdTC, UUUdTC, and UUUUdT in the lower section
of Table 1 show an incremental increase of the [M � 3H
� B(U)]2� ions from 84 to 100%. Assuming that all the

Figure 2. Product ion spectra (10 eV) of the doubly deprotonated
pentanucleotides UUUUdC (a) and UUUUdT (b). The loss of the
3'-terminal cytosine from UUUUdC is the preferred lowest-energy
dissociation pathway, whereas the loss of the neutral thymine
from UUUUdT is less prevalent. Both base losses are followed by
the loss of a water molecule.
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non-terminal uridines are equivalent, they contribute
less than 10% each to the total peak abundance and the
main fraction must originate from the loss of the
5'-terminal uracil. Similar conclusions can be drawn
from comparison of the data in the upper section of
Table 1, which show a significant loss of negatively
charged cytosine only if cytidine or deoxycytidine is
located at the 5'-terminus of the pentanucleotide.
Loss of a negatively charged nucleobase from triply

charged precursor ions is demonstrated by the product
ion spectra of UUUdCU, UUUCU, and UUdTdTC in
Figure 3, which have been recorded with a collision
energy of 10 eV. The spectra show the [M � 3H �
B(U)]2� ion as the most characteristic low-energy dis-
sociation product, whereas the released uracil anion is
characterized by the peak atm/z 111.02. The product ion
spectrum of triply charged UUdTdTC, represented by
Figure 3c, shows the uracil and thymine ions with m/z
111.02 and m/z 125.04, respectively. The complementary
[M � 3H � B(U)]2� ion is reflected by the abundant

peak at m/z 674.64, whereas the [M � 3H � B(T)]2�

fragment ion with m/z 667.12 is of extremely low
abundance, implying that the primary base-loss frag-
ment readily decomposes. Furthermore, abundant w-
type fragment ions originating from backbone dissoci-
ation adjacent to the deoxyribonucleotides appear in the
spectra of UUUdCU and UUdTdTC.
The results summarized in Table 1 demonstrate that

the loss of the 3'-terminal nucleobase from triply
charged precursor ions is strongly hindered. No loss of
a negatively charged cytosine from UUUUC, UUUUdC,
UUUdTC, or thymine from UUUUdT was observed.
Charged base loss from the 5'-terminal nucleotide was
clearly the favored dissociation event and sequences
with a 5'-terminal uridine or deoxythymidine exhibited
an almost exclusive loss of the 5'-terminal nucleobase.
On the other hand, the loss of the charged 5'-terminal
nucleobase from CUUUU and dCUUUU was not as
prevalent as for the other pentanucleotides investigated
and a significant contribution from the loss of the uracil
anion was still observed. Among the nucleotides stud-
ied, cytidine exhibits the lowest preference to release its
nucleobase as an anion, which is consistent with the
general order of A� � T� � G�, C� observed for
charged base loss from multiply charged oligodeoxyri-
bonucleotides [8, 9]. So far, the data obtained by CID of
pentanucleotides do not indicate any correlation be-
tween the preferences for charged base loss and the
2'-substituent. The corresponding pairs of pentanucle-
otides with cytidine in place of the deoxycytidine
(CUUUU/dCUUUU, UUUCU/UUUdCU, and UUUUC/
UUUUdC) exhibit quite similar behavior. The decreased
abundance of the [M � 3H � B(C)]2� ion in the
spectrum of dCUUUU (compared to CUUUU) may not
be indicative for the absolute degree of charged base
loss from the 5'-terminal deoxycytidine, since it may be
related to further decomposition of the primary disso-
ciation product.

Backbone Fragmentation of all-RNA
Pentanucleotides

CID of the doubly charged UUUUU pentamer yielded
multiple series of backbone fragmentation products
with a mass difference of 306.03 Da between adjacent
peaks reflecting the nucleotide sequence. However,
assignment of the fragment ion series was ambiguous,
since the oppositely directed a/z, b/y, c/x, and d/w
ion series of the uridine pentamer all are isobaric.
Replacing one of the uridines (306.03 Da) with a cyti-
dine (305.04 Da) introduces a mass difference of 1 Da
between the 5'- and 3'-terminal product ions, which
allows the fragment ion series to be assigned unambig-
uously. The product ion spectrum of UUUUC (Figure
4a) reveals the c-ions (c1

�, m/z 305.02; c2
�, m/z 611.04; c3

�,
m/z 917.07) and their complementary y-ions (y2

�, m/z
548.10; y3

�, m/z 855.13; y4
�, m/z 1161.15) as the main

backbone dissociation products. The fragment ions are

Figure 3. Product ion spectra of the triply deprotonated pen-
tanucleotides UUUdCU (a), UUUCU (b), and UUdTdTC (c), show-
ing the loss of the negatively charged nucleobases as the primary
low-energy dissociation events. Base loss from the deoxyribonu-
cleotides in UUUdCU and UUdTdTC are immediately followed by
the DNA-typical cleavage of the 3'-C™O bond, as reflected by the
presence of abundant w-type ions. U� and T� refer to the
negatively charged nucleobases uracil and thymine. Spectra re-
corded with threshold collision energy of 10 eV.
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labeled according to the nomenclature proposed by
McLuckey et al. [6]. The y1

� ion was not detected due to
the lack of a suitable deprotonation site, but the missing
3'-terminal sequence information was readily obtained
from the w-ion series (w1

�, m/z 322.04; w2
�, m/z 628.07;

w3
�, m/z 934.09; and w4

�, m/z 1240.12). These DNA-
typical w-type fragment ions were detected with an
unexpected high abundance in the product ion spectra
of the all-RNA pentanucleotides. However, as noted by
Wang et al. [18], who observed a generally higher
abundance of the w-ions than of their complementary
[a-base]-ions in the product ion spectra of oligodeoxyri-
bonucleotides, there may exist alternative ways to the
proposed DNA-typical dissociation mechanism for the
generation of w-ions. An alternative mechanism for the
formation of w-ions in the absence of nucleobase loss,
involving the abstraction of the 4'-proton by the 3'-
phosphate group, was recently proposed by Wan et al.
[22]. A similar mechanism was presented by Bartlett et
al. for the backbone cleavage of methylphosphonate-
oligodeoxynucleotides [32], and such a mechanism
might also apply to the dissociation of the RNA-oligo-

nucleotides. The types of fragment ions generated by
CID of the pentanucleotides were essentially indepen-
dent of the collision energy and the product ion distri-
bution was reproducible as long as the energy was not
excessively high. Basically, most of the theoretically
possible backbone fragmentation products were de-
tected upon CID and supporting sequence information
was obtained from the multiple ion series. However,
the multitude of fragment ions greatly increases the
complexity of the spectra and may lead to ambiguous
peak assignments. Spectral interpretation is further
complicated by the presence of nucleobase losses in
conjunction with backbone dissociation, which was
primarily observed for the a-ions, and to a lesser degree
also for the other ion series. The enhanced preference
for the a-ions to be generated in conjunction with
neutral base loss is reflected by the ratios of the a- and
[a-HB] peak abundances, with an a/[a-HB] ratio on the
order of 1.0 demonstrating that both types of fragment
ions are formed to the same degree. For the other ion
series, higher ratios in the range from 1.6 to 5.5 indicate
a decreased trend for neutral base loss in conjunction
with backbone fragmentation. Furthermore, the num-
ber of fragment ions may be increased by an additional
loss of water from the primary fragments. Nevertheless,
the information provided by the abundant c-, y- and
w-ion series is sufficient for unambiguous identification of
isomeric nucleotide sequences, as demonstrated by the
spectra of UUUUC, UUUCU, and CUUUU in Figure 4.

Backbone Fragmentation of Mixed-Sequence RNA/
DNA Pentanucleotides

Considering the fragmentation of oligodeoxyribonucle-
otides, the generation of abundant w- and [a-HB]-ions
due to cleavage of the 3'-C™O phosphate bond adjacent
to the dexoyribonucleotide was also expected for the
mixed-sequence pentanucleotides. In order to verify the
preferred dissociation pathways of mixed-sequence
RNA/DNA-pentanucleotides, the relative abundances
of the competing w/y and [a-HB]/c ion series were
compared and the corresponding data are summarized
in Table 2. Most illustrative are the data for UUUdTC
and UUdTdTC, and as demonstrated by the spectra in
Figures 5a and b, the DNA-typical w-ions became the
most abundant dissociation products. The presence of
the deoxythymidine in UUUdTC is indicated by the w1

�

ion with m/z 322.05, which is the base peak in the
spectrum. For UUdTdTC, the presence of the two de-
oxythymidines is reflected by the simultaneous occur-
rence of the very abundant w1

� and w2
� fragment ions

with m/z 322.05 and m/z 626.10, respectively. Simulta-
neously, the formation of the competing (RNA-typical)
y2

� ion is significantly reduced, resulting in a w2
�/y2

�

ratio of 12:1. No such calculation was possible for the
w1

�/y1
� ion pair, since the y1

� ion was never detected.
Similarly, backbone cleavage on the 3'-side of a deoxy-
ribonucleotide resulted in an increased abundance of

Figure 4. Product ion spectra of the all-RNA pentanucleotides
UUUUC (a), UUUCU (b), and CUUUU (c) obtained by dissocia-
tion of the [M� 2H]2� precursor ions with a collision energy of 30
eV. The main sequence-defining fragment ions are the c-, y- and
w-series.
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the [a-HB] ion and a simultaneously decreased abun-
dance of the c-ion, which is reflected by a correspond-
ingly high [a-HB]/c ratio. For example, the [a4-HB]/c4
ratio of UUUdCU showed a more than tenfold increase
over UUUCU. The absence of a 3'-terminal phosphate
group impedes the formation of a DNA-typical frag-
ment ion from pentanucleotides with a 3'-terminal
deoxyribonucleotide. Thus, the product ion spectrum of
UUUUdC (Figure 5c) exhibits the same types of frag-
ment ions as the spectrum of the corresponding all-
RNA oligonucleotide UUUUC (Figure 4a). The [a-HB]/
c and w/y ratios calculated for dTdTUdTdT are not
characteristic for the distribution of the DNA and RNA
building blocks within the sequence, since the symmet-
ric nucleotide sequence causes the c/x and the b/y ions
to be isobaric and consequently, the contributions of the
individual c- and y-ions to the peak abundances cannot
be determined. Similar results were obtained by disso-
ciation of triply charged precursor ions, as demon-
strated by the w1 and w2 fragment ions in the product
ion spectra of UUUdCU and UUdTdTC in Figure 3.
Data obtained from CID of selected pentanucleotides

provide insight into the mechanisms of RNA-backbone
fragmentation. Observations indicate that the fragmen-
tation behavior of oligoribonucleotides differs signifi-
cantly from the dissociation of oligodeoxyribonucleoti-
des, which has to be related to the presence of the
2'-hydroxyl group, since this is the only structural varia-
tion between DNA and RNA. RNA-specific dissociation is
reflected by the formation of c- and y-ions as the major
backbone fragmentation products and by the fact that this
process is essentially decoupled from base loss.
A simple mechanism with the acidic phosphate

proton transferred to the nearby 5'-oxygen and subse-

quent cleavage of the 5'-P™O bond might be applicable
to the backbone fragmentation of RNA (Scheme 1a).
However, such a mechanism does not account for the
influence of the 2'-ribose substituent and gives no
explanation why DNA and RNA do exhibit a generally
different fragmentation behavior. Given the fact that
RNA differs from DNA by the additional 2'-hydroxyl
group, the 2'-substituent must be the key element
involved in the dissociation mechanism. A potential
mechanism for oligoribonucleotide dissociation is de-
picted in Scheme 1b. Backbone dissociation is initiated
by the formation of an intramolecular cyclic transition
state with the 2'-hydroxyl proton bridged to the 5'-
phosphate oxygen. Following abstraction of the 2'-
hydroxyl proton, the 5'-P™O bond dissociates and re-
leases the c- and y-type fragments. Subsequent bond
rearrangement leads to the formation of a 3'-metaphos-
phoric-acid ester group, which stabilizes the c-type
fragment. The y1-type fragment released as a result of
backbone cleavage adjacent to the 3'-terminal nucleo-
tide is a neutral and consequently, will not be detected.
In the presence of an adjacent neutral phosphate group,
dissociation will take place in conjunction with the
translocation of the phosphate proton to the negatively
charged 2'-oxygen, resulting in an uncharged 3'-termi-
nus. Such a mechanism might also account for the
formation of c- and y-type ions as a result of the
dissociation of singly protonated MALDI-generated oli-
goribonucleotides [26].

Conclusions

This work demonstrates the unique dissociation behav-
ior of oligoribonucleotides (RNA) upon low-energy

Table 2. Ratios of the ion abundances of the competing DNA- and RNA-typical fragment ions obtained from 30 eV
product ion spectra

z

CUUUU UUUCU UUUUC dCUUUU UUUdCU UUUUdC

2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3�

[a2-HB]/c2 0.4 1.4 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.8 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.7
[a3-HB]/c3 0.4 2.5 0.3 1.1 0.2 0.7 0.1 0.8 (n/a)b 1.1 (n/a)b 0.9
[a4-HB]/c4 0.4 2.1 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.7 5.2 8.8 0.2 0.5
w2/y2 0.4 2.4 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.7 0.5 0.9 0.3 0.7 0.2 0.9
w3/y3 0.2 0.9 0.8 1.2 0.3 0.8 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.3 0.8
w4/y4 1.3 1.2 0.5 1.1 0.5 1.0 9.3 3.3 0.4 0.8 0.9 1.0

z

UUdTdTC UUUdTC UUUUdT dTdTCUdT dTdTUdTdT

2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3� 2� 3�

[a2-HB]/c2 0.4 1.5 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.6 3.4 14.4 1.0 1.1
[a3-HB]/c3 4.7 10.0 0.3 1.0 0.4 0.8 0.3 1.3 0.1 0.4
[a4-HB]/c4 3.0 2.9 2.5 3.2 0.9 1.1 0.2 0.3 4.4 1.3
w2/y2 12.0 14.6 0.4 0.9 0.4 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.5 2.3
w3/y3 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.9 0.2 0.8 2.9 2.6 0.8 2.2
w4/y4 0.6 1.2 0.6 1.3 0.5 1.0 5.4 3.9 7.8 9.5

[a-HB]- and w-ions are DNA-typical, c- and y-ions are RNA-typical.
z indicates the precursor ion charge state.
n/a indicates ratios that could not be calculated due to overlapping fragment ion peaks.
Backbone fragmentation on the 3'-side of a deoxynucleotide is reflected by high [a-HB]/c and w/y ratios.
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CID. In contrast to the dissociation of oligodeoxyribo-
nucleotides (DNA), which has been investigated thor-
oughly within the last few years, most of the mechanis-
tic aspects of RNA-dissociation are still unresolved.
Unlike oligodeoxyribonucleotides, which predomi-
nantly decompose into the [a-base]- and w-ions, the
product ion spectra of oligoribonucleotides are charac-
terized by the abundant peaks of the c- and their
complementary y-ions. Furthermore, backbone frag-
mentation of RNA is decoupled from base loss. The
corresponding fragmentation mechanism involves the
2'-hydroxyl substituent as the structural key element,
thus accounting for the altered behavior of RNA. Inves-
tigation of mixed-sequence RNA/DNA-oligonucleo-
tides demonstrates that the characteristic fragmentation
mechanisms of the individual RNA and DNA building
blocks are conserved and that dissociation of the phos-
phodiester backbone is primarily influenced by the
adjacent 5'-nucleotide, resulting in the DNA-typical
[a-base]- and w-ions and the RNA-typical c- and y-ions.

This work demonstrates that sequence information
of RNA- and mixed-sequence RNA/DNA-oligonucleo-
tides is readily obtained from the main fragment ion
series. However, the formation of multiple fragment ion
series does not only provide supporting sequence infor-
mation, it also complicates spectral interpretation due
to the presence of isobaric ions. The results emphasize
the necessity of further detailed investigation of the
mechanisms responsible for backbone dissociation and
nucleobase loss in order to assign the various ion series.
With this knowledge it should be feasible to extent the
methodology to larger oligonucleotides.
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